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Abstract: the jamming effect evaluation of ISAR is a hot and difficult issue in the field of electronic 
counter measures (ECM). Traditional evaluate methods are unsuitable to ISAR because of its new 
system; a new evaluation method of barrage jamming on ISAR is given according to the principle of 
radar jamming and the theory of target recognition. The wavelet moment is chosen as an index to 
evaluate the jamming effect through calculating the difference of two picture’s wavelet Moment; the 
simulation results of two typical noise barrage jamming modes prove the method is corrective and 
effective. 

1. Introduction 

With the fast development of radar technology, the Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) 
has been a most important military reconnaissance way, which can be widely used for target 
classification, recognition and identification in military field [1]. As a main part of Electronic 
Countermeasures (ECM), Evaluation method of jamming effect on ISAR attracts much more 
attention. 
 Currently, the few open report on the evaluation method of ISAR can be seen in the word 
because its secrecy. The evaluation method can be classed as two sorts: subjective and impersonal 
method. The Equivalent Number of Looks、Correlation Coefficient and Kurtosis are used to 
evaluate the jamming effect. There is no a suit of impersonal and quantificational standard to evaluate 
the jamming effect on ISAR. Traditional methods used to evaluate the jamming effect of common 
radar are unsuitable to the ISAR. By comparing the change of image wavelet Moment, a novel 
evaluation method of jamming effect on ISAR is presented in the paper, which can reflect the impact 
on the imaging quality by the jamming. 

2. The description of wavelet Moment 
The military use of ISAR is to recognize target, and the picture is the final product of ISAR. The 

aim of jamming ISAR is to destroy target recognition. The target recognition probability lies on the 
choice of characters mostly. The following characters are often used to recognize target: geometry 
moment, figure characters, airscrew modulated characters. Because of having the ability of 
circumrotation fixity, the moment character is one of the most important characters for ISAR target 
recognition. [2] 

the moment characters used in picture recognition are HU moment、Zernike moment and 
wavelet moment etc.  Compared with HU moment, wavelet moment has many merits, which is 
orthogonal moment. It can construct any high-rank moment and also can keep the original scale, 
translation and rotation invariance. So wavelet moment is introduced to evaluate the jamming effect 
of ISAR. [3]  

One two-dimension picture ),( yxf  is given, and then the wavelet moment can be determined 
as following formula:  
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∫∫= dxdyyxfyxM pp
pq ),(                                               (1) 

For )cos(θrx = , )sin(θry = , pqM can be changed as following formula: 
θθ θrdrdergrfF jq

ppq )(),(∫∫=                                  (2) 
Where, )(rg p is the radial component of transform kernel, θjqe  is the angular component. 

If θθ θderfrs jq
q ∫= ),()( , then the above formula can be changed as: 

rdrrgrsF pqpq ∫= )()(                                                  (3) 
 The image is destroyed by noise, so the wavelet moment of image is changed. As a result, the 

recognition probabilities fall. The wavelet moment is calculated respectively in the different jamming 
mode, and then the difference F∆  between jammed image and origin image are calculated. With the 
same JSR, if F∆  is bigger, then the jamming effect is better. 

3. Simulation of jamming effect 
 The ideal plan point target model is adopted to carry out the simulation of barrage jamming on 

ISAR in the paper. The parameters of system are represented as follows: Signal carrier frequency 
f0=11GHz, bandwidth B=300MHz, Pulse-width us3=τ ，PRF=250HZ，the radial velocity of plan 
v=20m/s. Noise AM jamming and noise FM jamming are carried out in the paper. The signal of noise 
AM can be described as[4]-[5] : 

( ) ( )( ) ( )ϕπ ++= tftuUtJ n 00 2cos                                    (4)        
Where modulated noise ( )tun  is a wide-sense stationary stochastic processes, its mean is zero 

and variance is 2
nσ , amplitude of carrier wave is 0U , carrier frequency is 0f , original phase of carrier 

wave is ϕ .The signal of noise FM can be expressed as: 
])(22cos[)(

0
0 φττππ ++= ∫ duktfUtJ

t

FMj
                                 (5) 

Where modulated noise ( )tu  is a wide-sense stationary stochastic processes, its mean is zero and 
variance is 2

nσ , amplitude of carrier wave is 0U , carrier frequency is if , original phase of carrier 
wave is ϕ , coefficient of frequency modulation is FMk . 

 Fig.1 and Fig.2 are the image that have been jammed in the two jamming mode with the same 
JSR (5dB and 10dB), when JSR is 5dB, from Fig.1a, we can still distinguish the plan even though it 
has been jammed, however the image in Fig.2a has been destroyed badly. When JSR is 10dB, both of 
them have been destroyed badly, but we still can see clearly that the jamming effect of noise FM is 
better than the effect of noise AM. 
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(a) JSR=5 dB                     (b) JSR=10dB 

Fig.1 ISAR image with noise AM jamming 
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(a) JSR=5dB                     (b) JSR=10dB 

Fig.2 ISAR image with noise FM jamming 

4. Quantitative jamming effect evaluation 
 The wavelet moment difference of two images can be calculated according to formula (3). 

The relationship between JSR and them can be shown as Fig.3: [6]-[7] 
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Fig.3 curve of the distance of wavelet moment 

The conclusions can be got from the figure 3: 
1. With the increasing of JSR and the image is destroyed more badly. The curve of the distance 

of wavelet moment rise clearly. 
2. With the same JSR, the distance of wavelet moment that jammed by noise FM is bigger than 

that jammed by noise AM. It proves that the jamming effect of noise FM is better than noise AM, 
which is consistent with Fig 2. 

3. Two curves get together when JSR is bigger than 15dB, which mean the image have been 
jammed badly and the noise have made evaluation criterion invalidated. 

5. Conclusions 

 The quality of image becomes worse and worse with the increasing of jamming power, so it is 
difficult to recognize target. At the same time, the wavelet moment changes with the jamming power. 
Compared with HU moment, wavelet moment is orthogonal moment; the wavelet moment is 
analyzed deeply and applied to evaluate the jamming effect on ISAR. Through the change of the 
distance of wavelet moment, the method of quantitative jamming effect evaluation on ISAR is carried 
out. The result of simulation has been proved corrective and effective by. 
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